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Abstract

designed with the objective of supporting interaction
with a repository of documents of approximately book
length. The MultiBrowser system then processes each
paragraph in each document, and finds 6 most similar
paragraphs in the repository. A number of “FIND
SIMILAR” hyperlinks are added representing
navigating from the given paragraph to its 6 most
similar paragraphs. Therefore the entire repository can
be viewed as a network of linked paragraphs. The
properties of the link networks carry useful information
for effective foraging.

In the investigation of paragraph-linked
hypertext
repositories,
the
algorithms
generating link networks have in-depth
impacts on the phenomena of centrality or
dispersion that are identified as important
issues to be dealt with in the process of
information foraging. Furthermore different
repositories, generated through different search
engines, even produced by the same
algorithms, still shown significant variations
with different degrees of centrality or
dispersion. We have studied this using the
MultiBrowser system as a testbed, and
applying some algorithms to repositories
consisting of documents downloaded based on
five different search engine return lists. We
study the hyperlinks added automatically to
these repositories, which make these
documents navigable from other documents
within the repositories. The property of
centrality and dispersions of linked repository
can be further investigated.
Keywords:
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1. Introduction
Information flooding over the World Wide Web
(WWW) has motivated researchers and developers to
greatly improve intelligent information access,
manipulation, and presentation techniques facilitate use
of these resources, and meanwhile enabled the
information foraging theory being proposed to achieve
information navigation optimality by retaining
relevance in presented information as compared to
traditional information retrieval. It is believed that this
theory can help in gaining and making sense out of
information, and understanding how to create new
interactive information system designs [8].
To address the same goal, we have been exploring
information foraging with the MultiBrowser system [2],
Proceedings of the 5th Russian Conference on Digital
Libraries RCDL2003, St.-Petersburg, Russia, 2003.

2. The testbed – MultiBrowser
The MultiBrowser system supports information
foraging within hypermedia repositories. It takes as
input either a search engine query or an HTML file
containing links to URLs, and presents information
using direct multidisplay [2], which is a type of collagebased computer browsing method. Each of the subwindows separately displays the actual contents of
information rather than the presentation of metacontents. Collectively the sub-windows provide a view
of the repository.
MultiBrowser retrieves the documents in the repository
and clusters them into three groups. The k-means
algorithm, a standard clustering algorithm are used. The
distance metric we use is the cosine measure in the
space of strings of 5 characters, or 5-grams (Damashek
1995 [17]). The distances of each document to the
centroids of the three clusters are used to compute
intensities of red, green, and blue (RGB) components,
which are combined into a color for labeling the
document. Each color bar also contains a link that,
when clicked, loads the corresponding document into
the full browser frame for a closer look. After a color
bar has been computed for each document, the
documents are segmented into paragraphs and the set of
paragraphs is processed. Each paragraph is mapped to a
normalized point in 5-gram space, and points are
compared using the cosine similarity measure
mentioned earlier. For each paragraph, the six other
most similar paragraphs are identified, regardless of
what documents they are in, so that all six paragraphs
can later be displayed simultaneously in the six subwindows in response to a user click on a “FIND
SIMILAR” link following the given paragraph. Thus
each link in essence has 6 targets. Such multi-tailed

links have been explored as early as the ‘80s (Stotts and
Furuta 1989 [19]). Different algorithms for computing
paragraph similarity can be used, and their effects
compared. That is the subject of this report.

3. Preliminary knowledge
3. 1 P-Graphs
A P-graph, by definition, describes interactions between
paragraphs in a repository as a directed graph where
each node represents a paragraph in the repository. In
the environment of a MultiBrowser repository, suppose
a paragraph i in a particular document has a hyperlink
to its 6 most similar paragraphs. A part of the P-Graph
containing node i is illustrated as Figure 1. The directed
links indicate traversing along paragraph links to find
the most similar paragraphs in the repository regardless
of whichever documents within the repository these
paragraphs belong to.

Figure 1. A paragraph contains links to the six most similar
other paragraphs.

3.2 D-Graph
A D-graph, by definition, is a directed graph showing
which documents contain paragraphs link(s) to
paragraphs in other documents. In a D-Graph, each
node represents a document in the repository. Directed
links between nodes have weights, which is the number
of paragraph links going between some paragraphs in
one document and some paragraphs in the other, in the
same direction as the D-Graph link.
Suppose A and B are two documents, and i and j are
two paragraphs, one in each document respectively. If
there is a directed link from i to j, we construct a
directed link from A to B. The weight on the link from
A to B is the total number of directed links from
paragraphs in A to paragraphs in B. This is a simple
example of a two-clan D-Graph. Suppose we have a PGraph as shown in Figure 2, where document A has 4
paragraphs and document B has 3, and the links
between paragraphs in both documents are represented.
Then the corresponding D-Graph is as shown in Figure
3. For each document node in the D-Graph, a weight is
calculated by adding up all the weights on the incoming
links for that node. For example, documents A and B in
Figure 3 have weights of 2 respectively. The bigger the
weight on the link, the more relevant to each other the
two documents are estimated to be.

Figure 2. P-Graph of documents A and B.

Figure 3. D-graph of documents A and B.

The P-Graphs and D-Graphs both represent
opportunities for navigation in the repository. A link in
a P-Graph is followed by clicking the “FIND
SIMILAR”
link
following
that
paragraph
(simultaneously following 5 other links as well). A link
in a D-Graph is followed when an inter-paragraph link
connecting one document to another is followed, which
may require scrolling within a frame to get to a
paragraph with such a link. Note that the number of
nodes in the D-Graph is less than the number in the Pgraph because there are fewer documents than
paragraphs, generally, and the number of links in the Dgraph is generally less than the number in the P-graph
because there is at most one link from one document to
another, regardless of how many paragraph links imply
it. However the number of paragraph links in the Pgraph supporting a given document link in the D-graph
is encoded in the weight of the document link, while
paragraph links are unweighted.
3.3 Centrality and Dispersion
If some documents in the D-Graph have many incoming
links indicating a high relevance in the repository, and
others have few or even none indicating a low
relevancy, then as a user navigates in the repository,
this browsing process will have a tendency to move the
user to a core of document that have many incoming
links, while documents with few or none incoming links
will tend to be visited only rarely. This “downhill”
movement can result in some documents being or
becoming inaccessible, if they have no incoming links.
This is called trapping. If a repository has a strong
downhill character, it is considered highly centralized.
On the other hand, if there is little downhill tendency, it
is considered dispersed.

4. D-graphs generations for analysis
In this section, we review how the P-Graph of a
repository is created, and then how it is analyzed using
the D-Graph concept.

4.1 Generating the P-Graph Using 5-Gram
As stated in Section 2, each document in a repository is
segmented into paragraphs. The set of paragraphs are
then processed by converting each into a vector in a 5gram space. Then we apply the cosine similarity metric
in the vector space to identify the 6 most similar other
paragraphs for each paragraph. In practical navigation,
a user is allowed to travel across the directed links from
a given paragraph to the other six most similar
paragraphs by clicking the “FIND SIMILAR” links. So
we simply add directed links from each paragraph to its
6 most similar documents computed using 5-gram. We
wish to analyze the connectivity of the documents using
this P-Graph as a foundation.

Figure 4. Four types of indirect inter-paragraph links.

4.2 2-Clan Algorithms Based on P-Graphs
In the context of MultiBrowser, nodes of N-clan graphs
stand for paragraphs and directed edges stand for links
from one paragraph to another. An N-clan [4] is a graph
in which each node has a path to every other node with
a path length up to length N, and all these paths contain
only nodes in the clan. Previous work [4] has shown
that the clan graph helps in constructing a collection of
high quality in terms of well structured element
relationships. Now we are particularly interested in 2clan graphs here. Why 2-clan? Figure 4 graphically
depicts four types of indirect inter-paragraph similarity
relationships that can be inferred in the 5-gram PGraph. Figure 4(a) directly describes the similarity
stated in 5-gram P-Graph. Figure 4(b) shows paragraph
A is similar to paragraphs B and C. This suggests that B
and C are similar to each other by virtue of being
similar to A. A link expressing this similarity has been
added in correspondence to Figure 5(b). Figure 4(c)
shows a P-Graph where paragraphs B and C are similar
to A. This suggests that that B and C are also similar to
each other by virtue of being similar to A. A link
expressing this similarity has been added in
correspondence to Figure 5(c). Figure 4(d) shows
limited (two-link) transitivity relationship that suggests
paragraph C is similar to paragraph B because C is
similar to A and A is similar to B. A link expressing
this similarity has been added in correspondence to
Figure 5(d). The four types of relationships may be
found within 2-clan graphs. We chose the 2-clan graph
concept to define paragraph similarity relationships that
build upon the basic 5-gram cosine metric computation
of graph similarities, because relationships analogous to
those of Figure 4 but found in 3-clan graphs would
often be more remote and questionable.

Figure 5. Situations depicted in Figure 5 with the new,
derived paragraph links added.

4.3 From P-Graph to 2-Clan P-Graph
We take P-Graph generated by the 5-gram algorithm as
a foundation to derive a larger set of paragraph
connection graphs containing not only the original
inter-paragraph connections but also the additional
connections found using the derived similarity
relationships of Figure 5(a-d) based on 2-clan
algorithms. This set of derived connections may then be
used to generate a D-Graph which will typically contain
more edges than the D-Graph based on 5-gram PGraphs because some documents are likely to be linked
by paragraph connections in the derived connection set
that were not linked by paragraph connections in the
original set.
4.4 Simplified Two-Clan Based Algorithm
We also investigated the D-graphs implied by adding to
the P-graph only those links newly implied by Figure
5(c). The results would have more links than the
original 6 per paragraph, but fewer than those implied
by Figure 5(b-d).

5. Analysis
So far we have introduced some algorithms to generate
D-Graphs for a given repository. However, repositories
containing different collections of documents may carry
different properties for their D-Graphs intuitively
because interactions between documents vary in terms
of topics and content structures for two different
repositories. Even in two repositories with similar
topics, the D-Graphs may still show significant
differences in their D-Graphs. To investigate the
influences of repository properties on their D-Graphs,
we did some experiments described as follows. We
selected two topics: powered parachuting and
vegetarian cooking, for generating D-Graphs from

Table 1. Comparisons of Query Types for Five Search
Engines.

Google, AltaVista, Lycos,
Hotbot

Keyword Based

Ask Jeeves

Keyword &
Question Based

Different linking algorithms as described in Section 5
are applied to generate three different P-Graphs: 5-gram
based P-Graphs with 6 outgoing links from each
paragraph, 2-clan P-Graphs containing all of the new
links implied by Figure 5, and P-Graphs also containing
only those new links implied by Figure 5(c). We did the
experiments to see if centrality and dispersion
properties occur for the D-Graphs resulting from these
three P-Graph algorithms
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document sets returned by five different search engines
including AltaVista, Google, Hotbot, Lycos and Ask
Jeeves (Table 1). Most internet surfers are familiar with
the first four commercial search engines because of
their powerful searching abilities and desirable
searching results, but they process keyword query
typically. Ask Jeeves is able to process question query,
that is, a user can input a question and the search engine
will return the related URLs to answer this specific
question. So Ask Jeeves is a leading provider for natural
language and question answering technologies.
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Figure 7. Weights of documents in the vegetarian cooking
repository from document sets return by AltaVista using 5gram-based paragraph connections.

The centrality in the repositories generated by basic 5gram algorithm is no exception. To prove this point,
similar experiments have been carried out on the
repositories containing 40 documents for each with the
same topics but generated through document sets
returned by other four search engines: Google, Hotbot,
Lycos and Ask Jeeves. Figure 8 through Figure 15 show
the weights of documents in the D-Graphs for the two
repositories of powered parachuting and vegetarian
cooking using the above four search engines. The
occurrence of centrality is apparent in all experiment
results, which indicates a close connection between
basic 5-gram algorithms and document centrality.
400

Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the weights of documents in
the D-Graph for the two repositories from the document
sets returned by AltaVista using the basic 5-gram
algorithm to generate the P-Graph and then the DGraph from that. Note how centralized both the two DGraphs are, with many documents having weights of
zero and many others having very small weights, while
a few have extremely high weights. As mentioned
above, high weights show a large number of incoming
links to a particular document. The property of
centrality indicates that a user would quickly be trapped
into overly centralized documents and unlikely to see
many others during information foraging process.
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Figure 8. Weights of documents in the powered parachuting
repository from document sets returned by Google using 5gram-based paragraph connections.
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Figure 6. Weights of documents in the powered parachuting
repository from document sets returned by AltaVista using
5-gram-based paragraph connections.

Figure 9. Weights of documents in the vegetarian cooking
repository from document sets return by Google using 5gram-based paragraph connections.
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Figure 10. Weights of documents in the powered
parachuting repository from document sets returned by
Hotbot using 5-gram-based paragraph connections.

Figure 14. Weights of documents in the powered
parachuting repository from document sets returned by Ask
Jeeves using 5-gram-based paragraph connections.
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Figure 11. Weights of documents in the vegetarian cooking
repository from document sets return by Hotbot using 5gram-based paragraph connections.
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Figure 12. Weights of documents in the powered
parachuting repository from document sets returned by
Lycos using 5-gram-based paragraph connections.

Figure 15. Weights of documents in the vegetarian cooking
repository from document sets returned by Ask Jeeves using
5-gram-based paragraph connections.

Presumably the high degree of centrality in the figures
indicates that a kernel of documents that are most
similar has been identified. They usually reflect the
focus and topic of the entire repository, with other
documents being both figuratively and literally in the
tail of the curve. However from an information foraging
point of view, it seems undesirable to generate a
repository with many inaccessible documents. This has
motivated the ideas of generating D-Graphs from PGraphs that have facilitating extra links as described in
the previous section. If these D-Graphs have better
properties, this would indicate the desirability of
generating repositories that allow navigation based on
these facilitating extra links.
5.2 Dispersion and Centrality Alleviation in
Augmented 2-Clan Based P-Graphs
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Figure 13. Weights of documents in the vegetarian cooking
repository from document sets returned by Lycos using 5gram-based paragraph connections.

Because of the trapping problem in Section 5.1, we
tested another graphing method, that is, 2-clan based DGraphs. In this experiment, we first computed the
weights of documents in D-Graphs constructed from 2clan P-Graphs containing additional links on versions of
the two repositories each of which has only the 22
documents with the highest ranking according to the
AltaVista search engine. Figure 16 and Figure 17 show
the results. Obviously the document weights are highly
dispersed with insignificant variances in weights among
documents. The centrality phenomenon is greatly
alleviated and trapping is no longer a problem here.
However, we did not know if the dispersion
phenomenon is common in repositories generated
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through different search engines if 2-clan algorithm is
used. Similar to what we did in testing the basic 5gram-based P-Graphs, we did the same experiments on
the other four search engines to test our hypothesis that
the augmented 2-clan P-Graphs helps alleviate
centrality phenomenon, but brings up high dispersion.
The results are shown as Figure 18 through Figure 25.
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Figure 19. Weights of documents in the vegetarian cooking
repository from document sets returned by Google using 2clan-based paragraph connections.
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Figure 16. Weights of documents in the powered
parachuting repository from document sets returned by
AltaVista using 2-clan-based paragraph connections.
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Figure 20. Weights of documents in the powered
parachuting repository from document sets returned by
Hotbot using 2-clan-based paragraph connections.
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Figure 17. Weights of documents in the vegetarian cooking
repository from document sets returned by AltaVista using
2-clan-based paragraph connections.
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Figure 21. Weights of documents in the vegetarian cooking
repository from document sets returned by Hotbot using 2clan-based paragraph connections.
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Figure 18. Weights of documents in the powered
parachuting repository from document sets returned by
Google using 2-clan-based paragraph connections.
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Figure 22. Weights of documents in the powered
parachuting repository from document sets returned by
Lycos using 2-clan-based paragraph connections.

leading to some others is possible to take. This means
the augmented 2-clan P-Graph algorithm adds more
than necessary links to the basic 5-gram method. This
also has motivated our intentions of finding a more
desirable P-Graph for its corresponding D-Graphs.
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Figure 23. Weights of documents in the vegetarian cooking
repository from document sets returned by Lycos using 2clan-based paragraph connections.
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But if we increase the number of documents in the
repositories to be tested, the results are different. Figure
26 and Figure 27 show the results of dispersion for both
repositories when the number of documents in each is
increased up to 77. A relationship of the number of
documents in the repository and the degree of
dispersion suggests that the D-Graphs resulting from PGraphs augmented with extra links as described in the
previous section have little trapping since almost all
documents are accessible. Meanwhile, the centrality
property is still present so that excessive dispersion is
not a problem for the larger repositories. We also show
the results of increasing the number of documents tested
up to 40 in the repositories generated through the other
four search engines as shown in Figure 28 through
Figure 35.
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Figure 24. Weights of documents in the powered
parachuting repository from document sets returned by Ask
Jeeves using 2-clan-based paragraph connections.
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Figure 26. Weights of documents in the powered
parachuting repository from document sets returned by
AltaVista using 2-clan-based paragraph connections.
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Figure 25. Weights of documents in the vegetarian cooking
repository from document sets returned by Ask Jeeves using
2-clan-based paragraph connections.

Figure 27. Weights of documents in the vegetarian cooking
repository from document sets returned by AltaVista using
2-clan-based paragraph connections.
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All five search engines show a high degree of
dispersion in their repositories if only 22 documents are
viewed as compared to the high centralized results
shown in Section 5.1. Now let us see what a high
degree of dispersion mean to the repository. As stated in
Section 4, the numbers of incoming links are almost the
same for each document in the repository in case of a
high degree of dispersion. There is no distinct kernel of
documents identified as the most similar relevant and
foraging activities may lead to a “lost in the
hyperspace” feeling on the part of the user, who might
lose track of his location within the overall hypertext
space [20]. Obviously this is certainly not desirable as
well as a high degree of centrality. Typically a user will
have difficulties in finding an appropriate path if he is
lost in the information navigation activity because he is
now facing a situation where there are no distinct
indications of the potential destination and every path
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Figure 28. Weights of documents in the powered
parachuting repository from document sets returned by
Google using 2-clan-based paragraph connections.
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Figure 29. Weights of documents in the vegetarian cooking
repository from document sets returned by Google using 2clan-based paragraph connections only.

repository from document sets returned by Lycos using 2clan-based paragraph connections.
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Figure 33. Weights of documents in the vegetarian cooking
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Figure 30. Weights of documents in the powered
parachuting repository from document sets returned by
Hotbot using 2-clan-based paragraph connections.

Figure 34. Weights of documents in the powered
parachuting repository from document sets returned by Ask
Jeeves using 2-clan-based paragraph connections.
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Figure 31. Weights of documents in the vegetarian cooking
repository from document sets returned by Hotbot using 2clan-based paragraph connections.
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Figure 32. Weights of documents in the powered
parachuting repository from document sets returned by
Lycos using 2-clan-based paragraph connections.

Figure 35. Weights of documents in the vegetarian cooking
repository from document sets returned by Ask Jeeves using
2-clan-based paragraph connections.

6. Navigation with Ring-Structure in
Centralized Repositories
We now have proposed a ring-structured solution to
navigate in repositories with centrality but without a
trapping problem, such as those with D-Graphs as
shown in Figure 26 through Figure 35. The ring
structure consists of a kernel meaning the documents
with highest centralities, and two concentric rings
around it meaning documents of intermediate and low
weights respectively (shown in Figure 36). The ring
closest to the kernel, called the near ring, contains
documents of intermediate weights. The other ring,
called the far ring, contains documents of low weights.

Figure 36. Ring-structured solution: kernel, near ring and
far ring.

During the process of navigation, the user can see
paragraph links that are used to represent whether they
point to documents in the kernel, near ring or far ring.
Therefore the user is able to decide which links to
follow when foraging with the help of the ringstructured solution. The kernel would be intuitively
associated with documents of high relevance to
whatever criteria or query was used to obtain
documents for the repository. The near ring would
intuitively contain documents that are likely to be of
interests, if, for example, foraging with just the kernel
becomes boring. The far ring would contain documents
peripherally related to the focus of the repository and
thus likely be judged suitable for more expansive and
undirected browsing. As stated in Section 4.1 and 5.1,
each paragraph has 6 outgoing links. Let us k be the
number of outgoing links pointing to paragraphs
contained in kernel documents. Likewise, let n and f be
the numbers of outgoing links pointing to paragraphs
contained in the near and far ring documents
respectively. Obviously we have the following
equation:
k + n+ f = 6.

We introduce a parameter r to approximately compute
the quality of each paragraph by giving the following
formula:
r =

100 − 8 × n − 16 × f
100
.

If n = 0 and f = 0 that means all outgoing links are
pointing to paragraphs contained kernel documents, r =
100% indicating a good paragraph. If n = 6 and f = 0
that means all outgoing links are pointing to paragraphs
contained in near ring documents, r is close to 50%
indicating the quality of the paragraph is approximately
half of good paragraphs. On the other side, if n = 0 and
f = 6 that means all outgoing links are pointing to
paragraphs contained in far ring documents, r is close to
0 indicating a bad paragraph. The numerical
measurement of paragraphs helps fix the trapping
problem for users by attaching a tuple (r, k, n, f) to each
paragraph.

7. Conclusions
The D-Graphs constructed by five search engines show
the tendency of high centrality and trapping problem
when the P-Graph is built by 5-gram algorithms,
although their Effectiveness of Construction (EOC)

values vary. We therefore investigated ways of add
facilitating links among paragraphs, and determined
whether they imply more favorable D-Graphs. We
found that D-Graphs based on 2-clan P-Graphs with the
3 types of links implied by Figure 5(b-d) let to more
desirable D-Graphs: trapping avoidance, and moderate
degrees of centrality and dispersion. This has been
proven by repositories constructed through all the 5
search engines. Their EOC values are calculated and
compared. Finally a ring-structured with numerical
measurements was proposed to allow users to better
control where they are in a repository without trapping
problem, but with centrality.
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